Lean Six Sigma YELLOW BELT
Introducing improvement tools & techniques to your team

YOUR NEEDS
An initial awareness of Lean Six
Sigma (LSS) and introductory level
tools to undertake rapid improvement
activities.

OBJECTIVES
Understand the following topics:
› Introduction to LSS
› Process mapping and basic value
stream analysis
› Waste analysis
› Visual management & 5S
› Voice of the customer
› Raid improvement / Kaizen

WHO IS IT AIMED AT
›

›

Anyone who needs/desires to learn the
basics of LSS and achieve measurable
improvement results
Managers and Directors looking to lead
by example towards an objective of
elimination of inefficiencies and waste

2 DAY WORKSHOP (12 delegates max.)
Starting the Lean Six Sigma journey requires a first step.
Our Lean Six Sigma Yellow Belt course provides the tools
for your staff to make that first step.
We introduce both Lean and Six Sigma and how, together,
they form a great continuous improvement methodology
that can yield tangible improvements to your bottom line.
Our 2 day course, focussing on the practical application of
Lean Six Sigma, provides practical insights into how
processes can be analysed, wastes identified and process
flows measured.
Using key aspects of the Lean Six Sigma tool set and how
they are applied, your team members will leave the course
provided with what they need to be able to deliver their first
projects.

PREREQUISITES
No pre-existing knowledge or skills needed,
but an improvement project in mind would
be an advantage.
.

BENEFITS TO YOUR
ORGANISATION

›

›

›
›

Adoption of skills, tools and
techniques from the Lean Six Sigma
toolset
The knowledge to deploy LSS on
small ‘first step’ rapid improvement
projects
Fast positive impact on your business
and your processes
A common improvement language
across your organisation, from
Director level to ‘shop floor’ staff.

For further information:
Ailaniassc@outlook.com

CREATING EXCELLENCE

